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Abstract
In this paper we study the embedded topology of reducible plane curves
having a smooth irreducible component. In previous studies, the relation
between the topology and certain torsion classes in the Picard group of degree
zero of the smooth component was implicitly considered. We formulate this
relation clearly and give a criterion for distinguishing the embedded topology
in terms of torsion classes. Furthermore, we give a method of systematically
constructing examples of curves where our criterion is applicable, and give
new examples of Zariski tuples.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2010). 14H50, 14F45, 14F35.
Keywords. Plane curve arrangements, Torsion divisors, Splitting numbers,
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Introduction
In this paper, we consider the embedded topology of reduced plane curves con-
sisting of a smooth curve D and some additional reduced curve B on the complex
projective plane P2. The embedded topology of such curves have been studied in
several cases. For example, in [1], the case where D is a smooth cubic and B is the
union of 3 inflectional tangents of D has been studied. Also in [5], the cases where
D is a smooth cubic and B is the union of more inflectional tangents are consid-
ered. Certain generalizations to the case where degD is general are considered in
[3] and [13]. Furthermore, the case where B is irreducible have been previously
considered by various mathematicians, for example, I. Shimada [11], the third au-
thor [12] and the fourth author [14]. More recently, the second and fourth authors
considered the case of multiple pairs of simple tangent lines to a cubic in [6]. In
these studies, some relation between the embedded topology and the subgroup
∗Partially supported by MTM2016-76868-C2-2-P and Gobierno de Aragón (Grupo de referen-
cia “Álgebra y Geometría”) cofunded by Feder 2014-2020 “Construyendo Europa desde Aragón”.
†Partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research C (18K03263).
‡Partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research C (17K05205).
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Pic0(D) ⊂ Pic(D) of divisor classes of degree zero of the smooth curve D is im-
plicitly used. In this paper we focus our attention on torsion classes in Pic0(D)
and formulate a criterion to distinguish the embedded topology of curves explic-
itly in terms of these torsion classes. This criterion allows us to see these previous
results in a uniform setting (cf. Section 3). We construct a Zariski tuple by using
this criterion, where a Zariski tuple is a finite set of plane curves which have the
same combinatorial type but different embedded topology (see Subsection 1.1 for
details).
The plane curves which are considered in this paper are of the following form:
C := D + C1 + · · ·+ Ck,
where D is a smooth curve of degree d0, and Cj is a possibly reducible curve of
degree dj for each j = 1, . . . , k. Since C1, . . . , Ck are possibly reducible, there may
be different decompositions of C. We describe the above decomposition of C by
[C] := (D; C1, . . . , Ck). First, we describe how we obtain torsion classes of Pic
0(D)
from a decomposition [C] of C as above. We denote the subgroup of Pic0(D)
consisting of all n-torsion classes by Pic0(D)[n]; for m ∈ N we denote by Div(D)m
the subgroup of divisors whose degree is divisible by m:
Pic0(D)[n] := {c ∈ Pic0(D) | nc = 0 in Pic0(D)},
Div(D)m := {d ∈ Div(D) | deg d ≡ 0 (mod m)}.
Put oD := L|D for a line L ⊂ P
2. Note that oD is a divisor of degree d0 on D. Put
n[C] := gcd
(
{(Cj ·D)P | P ∈ Cj ∩D, j = 1, . . . , k} ∪ {d1, . . . , dk}
)
.
We write n = n[C] by omitting the subscript [C] for short if there is no confusion.
There uniquely exists an effective divisor dj := dj [C] on D such that ndj = Cj|D
for each j = 1, . . . , k. Let tj[C] := dj −
dj
n
oD. The divisor tj := tj [C] satisfies
ntj = n
(
dj −
dj
n
oD
)
= Cj |D − djoD = (Cj − djL)|D ∼ 0.
By abuse of notation, we denote the divisor class by the same symbol of its rep-
resentative, for example, tj also describe the element of Pic
0(D)[n] containing the
divisor tj .
Let G[C] be the subgroup of Pic0(D)[n] generated by t1, . . . , tk ∈ Pic
0(D)[n].
We define τ[C] : Z
⊕k
։ G[C] as the homomorphism given by
τ[C](a1, . . . , ak) = a1t1 + · · ·+ aktk.
Let d := (d1, . . . , dk); a permutation ρ of k letters is said to be admissible with
respect to d if dj = dρ(j) for each j. We consider permutations with more con-
ditions later (see Subsection 1.1), however the definition of admissibility above is
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simpler, and we use this admissibility above to keep the statement of Proposition 1
simpler. Note that the symmetric group Sk acts on Z
⊕k by
ρ(a1, . . . , ak) =
(
aρ−1(1), . . . , aρ−1(j), . . . , aρ−1(k)
)
for ρ ∈ Sk and (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Z
⊕k, and ρ can be regarded as a map ρ : Z⊕k → Z⊕k.
Proposition 1. Let Ci (i = 1, 2) be two plane curves
Ci := Di + Ci1 + · · ·+ Cik
where D1 and D2 are smooth curves of degree d0, and Cij are plane curves of
deg C1j = deg C2j = dj. Put [Ci] := (Di; Ci1, . . . , Cik). Assume n[C1] = n[C2].
Let ρ be an admissible permutation with respect to d. If ker τ[C1] 6= ker τ[C2] ◦ ρ,
then there exists no homeomorphism h : P2 → P2 such that h(D1) = D2 and
h(C1j) = C2ρ(j). In particular, if G[C1] and G[C2] are not isomorphic, then there
exist no homeomorphism h : P2 → P2 and no permutation ρ of k letters such that
h(D1) = D2 and h(C1j) = C2ρ(j).
In the case when D has a special point such as a maximal flex, Proposition 1
can be formulated in a different way which will be discussed in [2]. Proposition 1
tells us about the existence/non-existence of certain homeomorphisms. However,
in order to apply it and to give a criterion to distinguish Zariski tuples, we need to
consider the combinatorics of the curves in detail which can be quite subtle. See
Subsection 1.1 for definition of notation used in Theorem 2 and Corollary 3.
Theorem 2. Let Ci := Di+Ci1+ · · ·+Cik (i = 1, 2) be two plane curves satisfying
the hypotheses of Proposition 1 and having the same combinatorics. We assume
that any equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) is admissible to ([C1], [C2]).
Then if ker τ[C1] 6= ker τ[C2] ◦ρ for any admissible permutation ρ to ([C1], [C2]), then
(C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
In particular, we have the following:
Corollary 3. Assume the same hypotheses as Theorem 2, and furthermore put
ti,j := tj[Ci] ∈ Pic
0(Di)[n] for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , k. Then the following
statements hold:
(i) If G[C1] and G[C2] are not isomorphic, then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
(ii) If k = 1 and ord(t1,1) 6= ord(t2,1), then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
(iii) If (ord(t1,1), . . . , ord(t1,k)) 6= (ord(t2,ρ(1)), . . . , ord(t2,ρ(k))) for any permuta-
tion ρ admissible to ([C1], [C2]), then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
Remark 4. Note that Corollary 3 can be applied to Zariski pairs previously given
as follows:
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• A Zariski pair for 3-Artal arrangement ([1]) follows from Corollary 3 (ii).
• A Zarsiki pair for a smooth cubic and its tangent lines considered in [6]
follows from Corollary 3 (i).
We will explain these remarks in Section 3.
Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 enable us to distinguish the embedded topology
simply. In Section 4, we consider plane curves whose embedded topology can be
distinguished by Corollary 3. We also give a method to systematically construct
more complicated examples based on the data of simple cases. In particular, we
construct the following Zariski 4-tuple.
Theorem 5. There exists a Zariski 4-tuple of plane curves of the form C = D+C,
where D and C are smooth curves of degree 4 and 6, respectively, and (D ·C)P = 6
for any P ∈ D ∩ C.
We organize this paper as follows. In Section 1, we recall the definition and
basic properties of combinatorics of plane curves and certain subgroups of Div(D).
In Section 2, we give a formula of splitting numbers in terms of the order of certain
elements of Pic0(D). In Section 3, we apply Corollary 3 to some previous results.
In Section 4, we give a method of systematically constructing examples of curves
where Corollary 3 is applicable, and prove Theorem 5.
Acknowledgements: The final step of this paper was done during the authors
visit in Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour. They thank V. Florens and
Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour for their hospitality. Also the last three
authors thank E. Artal Bartolo and Universidad de Zaragoza for the support to
their stay in Zaragoza.
1 Settings
1.1 Combinatorics and Zariski tuples
The definition of the combinatorics of a curve is given in [4], but we give it here
for sake of completeness and the convenience of the reader. We also formulate the
notion of equivalence of combinatorial types which was intrinsically considered in
[4], but not explicitly given there.
Definition 1.1. Let C be a plane curve in P2. Let blC : Pˆ
2 → P2 be the minimal
embedded resolution of its set SingC of singular points (i.e., the minimal sequence
of blowing-ups which solve SingC and such that bl
−1
C (C) is a simple normal crossing
divisor). Let IrrC be the set of irreducible components of C, and let (ΓC , StrC , eC)
be the 3-tuple given by
(i) ΓC is the dual graph of the simple normal crossing curve bl
−1
C (C) with set of
vertices VC .
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(ii) StrC is the set of vertices corresponding to the strict transforms of the irre-
ducible components of C (in natural bijection with IrrC).
(iii) The Euler map eC : VC → Z is the map of self-intersections.
Then Comb(C) := (ΓC , StrC , eC) is the combinatorial type (or combinatorics) of
the curve C.
Remark 1.2. The degrees and genera of the irreducible components of C can be
derived from their combinatorics. Conversely, the combinatorics of a plane curve
C is determined by combinatorial data of C (degrees of curves in IrrC , topological
types of singularities of C, and so on). Since StrC and IrrC have a canonical bijection
we will identify them as far as no confusion arises.
Definition 1.3. Let C1, C2 be plane curves in P
2.
(i) An equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) is an automorphism ϕ˜ :
ΓC1 → ΓC2 such that ϕ˜(StrC1) = StrC2 and eC1 = eC2 ◦ ϕ˜.
(ii) The curves C1, C2 have the same combinatorial type if there exists an equiv-
alence map ϕ : Comb(C1)→ Comb(C2).
(iii) A homeomorphism h : (P2, C1) → (P
2, C2) induces an equivalence map ϕh :
Comb(C1)→ Comb(C2) called the equivalence map induced by h.
Remark 1.4. An equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) induces canonical
bijections ϕIrr : IrrC1 → IrrC2 and ϕSing : SingC1 → SingC2 , where SingCi is the
set of singular points of Ci. Note that ϕIrr and ϕSing keep degrees of irreducible
components and topological types of singularities, respectively.
Given curves Ci and decompositions [Ci] (i = 1, 2) as in the Introduction and
a homeomorphism h : P2 → P2 satisfying h(C1) = C2, h induces an equivalence
map of combinatorial types ϕh : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2). However, this equiv-
alence need not preserve the structure of the decompositions [Ci] in general, i.e.
{h(C11), . . . , h(C1k1)} 6= {C21, . . . , C2k2} in general. Since our arguments later de-
pend on the decompositions [Ci] we need to take this fact into account, which
leads to the notion of admissibility of equivalence maps and permutations used in
Theorem 2 and Corollary 3. They are defined as follows:
Definition 1.5. Let Ci := Di + Ci,1 + · · ·+ Ci,k (i = 1, 2) be two plane curves as
Proposition 1, and put [Ci] := (Di; Ci,1, . . . , Ci,k). Assume that C1 and C2 have the
same combinatorial type.
(i) An equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) is admissible to ([C1], [C2])
if ϕIrr(D1) = D2 and there exists a permutation ρϕ of k letters such that
ϕIrr(IrrC1,j ) = IrrC2,ρϕ(j) for any j = 1, . . . , k.
(ii) A permutation ρ of k letters is admissible to ([C1], [C2]) if there exists an
equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) admissible to ([C1], [C2]) such
that ρ = ρϕ.
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Example 1.6. Let E be a smooth cubic curve and P ∈ E be a general point of
E. It is known that there are four lines Lj (j = 1, . . . , 4) passing through P and
tangent to E atQj 6= P . Let C = E+L1+L2+L3+L4 and consider decompositions
[C]1 = (E; (L1+L2), (L3+L4)) and [C]2 = (E; (L1+L3), (L2+L4)). The identity
map id : P2 → P2 trivially induces an equivalence map of combinatorics ϕid :
Comb(C)→ Comb(C). However ϕid is not admissible with respect to ([C]1, [C]2).
On the other hand, let P1, P2 ∈ E be distinct general points and let Lij be
lines passing through Pi and are tangent to E at Qij 6= P1, P2. Let C = E+L11+
L12 +L21 +L22 and consider a decomposition [C] = (E; (L11 +L12), (L21 +L22)).
Then every equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C) → Comb(C) is admissible with respect
to ([C], [C]) by the definition of ϕ.
We recall the definition of Zariski tuples.
Definition 1.7. Let C1, . . . , CN be N plane curves. An N -tuple (C1, . . . , CN ) is
called a Zariski N -tuple if
(i) C1, . . . , CN have the same combinatorics, and
(ii) (P2, Ci) and (P
2, Cj) are not homeomorphic for any i 6= j.
1.2 A subgroup of Div(D) and a homomorphism φoD
Assume that D is a smooth plane curve of degree d0. We choose a line L and set
oD = L|D. Let
Div(D)d0 := {d ∈ Div(D) | d0 divides deg d}.
Since deg(d1 − d2) = deg d1 − deg d2 for any d1, d2 ∈ Div(D)d0 , Div(D)d0 is a
subgroup of Div(D). We define a map ψoD : Div(D)d0 → Pic
0(D) by
ψoD : d 7→ d−
deg d
d0
oD.
It is easy to see that ψoD is a homomorphism. We say that d ∈ Div(D)d0 is a ν-
torsion divisor with respect to oD if ψoD (ld) 6= 0 (1 ≤ l ≤ ν−1) and ψoD (νd) = 0.
Let d ∈ Div(D)d0 be an effective divisor which is a ν-torsion with respect to
oD. Then there exists ϕ ∈ C(D) \ {0}, where C(D) is the rational function field
of D, such that
(ϕ) = ν
(
d−
deg d
d0
oD
)
.
This means that there exists s ∈ H0(D,O(ν deg d
d0
oD)) such that νd is the effective
divisor (s). Let us consider the short exact sequence of sheaves on P2:
0→ OP2
(
ν deg d
d0
L−D
)
→ OP2
(
ν deg d
d0
L
)
→ i∗OD
(
ν deg d
d0
oD
)
→ 0,
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where i : D →֒ P2 is the inclusion. As H1(P2,O(ν deg d
d0
L−D) = 0, the map
H0
(
P
2,O
(
ν deg d
d0
L
))
→ H0
(
D,O
(
ν deg d
d0
oD
))
is surjective. This mean that there exists a homogenous polynomial g, of degree
ν deg d
d0
, such that a plane curve C given by g = 0 defines νd, i.e., C|D = νd.
The curve C and the divisor d can be considered as a geometric description of
a ν-torsion with respect to oD. Note that d itself is not given by any plane curve
(if ν > 1).
Remark 1.8. In [2], we consider the case where the smooth curve D has a maximal
flex point P , and discuss a similar argument taking oD as the maximal flex point P .
2 Splitting number and proof of main results
In this section we translate the torsion properties into topological properties. Con-
sequently, we prove main results in Introduction. We first define the splitting
number of an irreducible curve for a cyclic cover.
Let φ : X → P2 be a cyclic cover of degree n branched along a projective curve
B given by a surjection θ : π1(P
2 \ B)։ Zn, where Zn is the cyclic group of order
n. Let Bθ be the following divisor on P
2
Bθ :=
n−1∑
i=1
iBθ,i,
where Bθ,i is the sum of irreducible components of B whose meridians are sent to
[i] ∈ Zn by θ. Then we call φ : X → P
2 the Zn-cover (or n-cyclic cover) of type
Bθ. Note that the degree of Bθ is divisible by n since φ is of degree n.
Remark 2.1. Let us recall the definition of a meridian. Let C be a projective plane
curve with irreducible components Ci. A meridian of Ci in π1(P
2 \ C) is a free
homotopy class defined as follows. Let p0 be a base point and let pi ∈ Ci be a
smooth point of C. Pick a smooth holomorphic 2-disk ∆i such that C ∩∆i = {pi}
and the intersection is transversal. Let p′i ∈ ∂∆i. A meridian is the homotopy
class of the composition of an arbitrary path α from p0 to p
′
i in P
2 \ C with ∂∆i
(counterclockwise) and α−1. As for free homotopy classes the base point is not
important and it can be chosen as p′i. It is not hard to prove that with other choices
the free homotopy class is not changed (the key is that Ci \ Sing C is connected).
An antimeridian is constructed in the same way by running ∂∆i clockwise (getting
the free homotopy class of the inverses of the meridians).
Definition 2.2 ([12]). Let D be an irreducible curve which is not a component of
B. The splitting number sφ(D) of D with respect to φ is the number of irreducible
components of φ∗D.
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Note that 0 ≤ n(r − ⌊r⌋) < n for any r ∈ R, and n( l
n
− ⌊ l
n
⌋) ≡ l (mod n)
for any l ∈ Z, where ⌊r⌋ is the maximal integer not beyond r ∈ R. We consider
splitting numbers of D for certain Zn-covers. The following lemma enable us to
reduce the number of Zn-covers which should be considered.
Lemma 2.3. Let B :=
∑n−1
j=1 Bj be a plane curve. For l ∈ Z with gcd(l, n) = 1,
put the divisor B(l) as
B(l) :=
n−1∑
i=1
n
(
il
n
−
⌊
il
n
⌋)
Bi.
The degree degB(l1) is divisible by n for some l1 ∈ Z with gcd(l1, n) = 1 if and
only if degB(l) is divisible by n for any l ∈ Z with gcd(l, n) = 1. Moreover, for any
irreducible curve D which is not a component of B, the splitting numbers sφ(l1)(D)
and sφ(l2)(D) coincide for any l1, l2 ∈ Z with gcd(li, n) = 1 (i = 1, 2),
sφ(l1)(D) = sφ(l2)(D),
where φ(l) : X → P2 is the Zn-cover of type B
(l).
Proof. Let l1 ∈ Z be an integer with gcd(l1, n) = 1. Suppose that degB
(l1) is
divisible by n. Then there is a surjection θ(l1) : π(P2 \ B)→ Zn given by
θ(l1)(mi) =
[
il1 − n
⌊
il1
n
⌋]
= [il1] ∈ Zn
for any meridians mi of components of Bi. Note that, since gcd(l1, n) = 1, there
exists [l′1] ∈ Zn such that [l1l
′
1] = [1] ∈ Zn, and the multiplication by l
′
1l gives an
isomorphism ml′1l : Zn → Zn for any l ∈ Z with gcd(l, n) = 1. Hence we obtain
the surjection θ
(l1)
l := ml′1l◦θ
(l) : π1(P
2 \ B)→ Zn given by
θ
(l1)
l (mi) = [l
′
1l·il1] = [il] ∈ Zn.
Moreover, θ
(l1)
l defines the Zn-cover φ
(l) of type B(l), and degB(l) is divisible
by n. Therefore, there exists a homeomorphism h˜l1,l : X
(l1) \ (φ(l1))−1(B) →
X(l) \ (φ(l))−1(B) with φ(l1) = φ(l) ◦ h˜ over P2 \ B by [12, Proposition 1.3]. In
particular, sφ(l1)(D) = sφ(l)(D).
We next show a relation between the splitting numbers and the topology of a
plane curve C of the following form;
C := D + B
(
B :=
k∑
j=1
Cj
)
,
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where D is a smooth curve of degree d0, and Cj is a curve of degree dj for each
j = 1, . . . , k. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer, and put d := (d1, . . . , dk). Let
Θnd :=
{
(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Z
k
∣∣∣∣ a1d1 + · · ·+ akdk ≡ 0 (mod n)gcd(a1, . . . , ak, n) = 1
}
.
Note that, if a ∈ Θn
d
, there is a surjection θ : π1(P
2 \ B) ։ Zn given by θ(mj) =
[aj ] for meridians mj of components of Cj (j = 1, . . . , k). Moreover, this set
essentially measures Zn-covers of P
2 whose ramification locus is contained in B (if
the coordinates are considered modn).
Proposition 2.4. Let Ci = Ci,1 + · · · + Ci,k, i = 1, 2 be two curves such that
there exists a homeomorphism h : P2 → P2, where h(C1,j) = C2,j for j = 1, . . . , k.
Then, a meridian of C1,j is sent to either a meridian or an antimeridian of C2,j.
Proof. We are going to use an alternative description of meridians and antimerid-
ians. Let us consider a closed polydisk (in some analytic coordinates u, v) Pi cen-
tered at pi such that v = 0 is Pi∩C = Pi∩Ci. Then π1(Pi \C) = H1(Pi \C;Z) ∼= Z
since Pi \ C has the homotopy type of a circle. Meridians and antimeridians of Ci
in Pi are generators of this group.
Let C1, C2 ⊂ P
2 and h : (P2, C1) → (P
2, C2) as in the statement. Let h∗ :
H2(P
2;Z)→ H2(P
2;Z) be the isomorphism induced by h. Recall that P2 and the
irreducible components of C1, C2 have a natural orientation inherited by the com-
plex structure. By abuse of notation, we denote the class in H2(P
2;Z) containing
an irreducible curve C by the same symbol C. Using the intersection form, we
deduce that h must respect the orientation of P2.
Let us choose a meridian γ1,i of C1,i in some polydisk P1,i centered at a point
p1i ∈ C1,i such that p1,i is a smooth point of C1. Let p2,i := Φ(p1,i) a smooth
point of C2 in C2,i. Taking P1,i small enough we can find a polydisk centered at
p2,i as in the previous discussion and such that h(P1,i) ⊂ P2,i. Since h(P1,i) is a
neighborhood of p2,i, it is possible to find small enough polydisks Pˆ1,i (centered
at p1,i) and Pˆ2,i (centered at p2,i) such that
Pˆ2,i ⊂ h(Pˆ2,i) ⊂ h(P1,i) ⊂ P2,i
and the inclusions Pˆ1,i \C1,i ⊂ P1,i \Ci and Pˆ2,i \C2,i ⊂ P2,i \C2,i are homotopy
equivalences. Hence, we deal with the following commutative diagram.
H1(Pˆi,i \C1,i;Z) H1(Pˆ2,i \ C2,i;Z)
H1(P1,i \ C1,i;Z) H1(P2,i \ C2,i;Z)
∼=
h−1
∗
∼=
h∗
From this diagram we deduce that h∗(γ1,i) is a generator of H1(Pˆ2,i \ C2,i;Z).
Hence, the image is γ2,i
ε, ε = ±1, where γ2,i is a meridian of of C2,i.
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Remark 2.5. Let Bi =
∑k
j=1 Cij be the irreducible decomposition of a plane curve
Bi for i = 1, 2, and let mij be a meridian of Cij . If h : P
2 → P2 is a homeomorphism
with h(C1j) = C2j for j = 1, . . . , k, then there exists ε ∈ {±1} such that h∗(m1j) =
mε2j for all j = 1, . . . , k.
Indeed, by Proposition 2.4 we know that h∗(m1j) = m
εj
2j , εj = ±1. By Poincaré-
Lefschetz duality we have that
H1(P
2 \ Bi) = H
3(P2,Bi) = coker(H
2(P2)→ H2(Bi))
The homotopy classes of the meridians are sent to the dual of the classes of Cij
in H2(Bi) and the linking numbers are deterimined by the signs, hence h∗(C1j) =
ǫjC2j as h∗ : H2(P
2;Z)→ H2(P
2;Z) is induced by h. Then for dj := degCij ,
djdj′ = C1j · C1j′ = h∗(C1j) · h∗(C1j′ ) = ǫjǫj′C2j · C2j′ = ǫjǫj′djdj′ =⇒ ǫjǫj′ = 1;
hence ǫj = ǫj′ = ±1 for any j, j
′ = 1, . . . , k, and h∗(m1j) = m
ǫ
2j for some ǫ ∈ {±1}
since a canonical orientation of mij is determined by orientations of P
2 and Cij .
Put [C] := (D; C1, . . . , Ck). For a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θ
n
d
, let
B
a
[C] :=
(
a1 − n
⌊a1
n
⌋)
C1 + · · ·+
(
ak − n
⌊ak
n
⌋)
Ck.
Put B
a
:= B
a
[C]. Then we have degB
a
≡ 0 (mod n). For a ∈ Θn
d
, we define a
map Φn[C] : Θ
n
d
→ Z by
Φn[C](a) := sφa(D),
where φa : Xa → P
2 is the Zn-cover of type Ba. By Lemma 2.3, for any a ∈ Θ
n
d
and any l ∈ Z with gcd(l, n) = 1, we obtain
Φn[C](a) = Φ
n
[C](la).
Since an admissible permutation ρ to ([C], [C]) satisfies dρ(j) = dj by definition, we
have
a1d1 + · · ·+ akdk = a1dρ(1) + · · ·+ akdρ(k)
= aρ−1(1)d1 + · · ·+ aρ−1(k)dk.
Hence ρ acts on Θn
d
by ρ(a1, . . . , ak) = (aρ−1(1), . . . , aρ−1(k)).
Proposition 2.6. Let Bi and Ci (i = 1, 2) be plane curves
Bi :=
k∑
j=1
Ci,j , Ci := Di + Bi
where Di is irreducible of degree d0, Ci,j are curves of degree dj for each i = 1, 2.
If there exists a homeomorphism h : P2 → P2 such that h(D1) = D2 and h(C1,j) =
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C2,ρ(j) (j = 1, . . . , k) for a permutation ρ of k letters, then ρ is admissible to
([C1], [C2]), and the equation
Φn[C1](a) = Φ
n
[C2]
(
ρ(a)
)
holds for any n ≥ 2 and any a ∈ Θn
d
, where [Ci] = (Di; Ci,1, . . . , Ci,k).
Proof. Since the permutation ρ satisfies h(C1,j) = C2,ρ(j), ρ is admissible to the
pair ([C1], [C2]). In particular, ρ acts on Θ
n
d
by
ρ(a1, . . . , ak) =
(
aρ−1(1), . . . , aρ−1(k)
)
.
Fix n ≥ 2. For a ∈ Θn
d
, let φi,a : Xi,a → P
2 be the Zn-cover of type Bi,a := Ba[Ci].
Let h∗ : H2(P
2;Z)→ H2(P
2;Z) be the isomorphism induced by h. By Remark 2.5,
h∗(a1C1,1 + · · ·+ akC1,k) = ε
(
a1C2,ρ(1) + · · ·+ akC2,ρ(k)
)
= ε
(
aρ−1(1)C2,1 + · · ·+ aρ−1(k)C2,k
)
for ε = ±1, where Ci,j is regarded as the class represented by Ci,j with the orien-
tation induced by the complex structure for each i, j. Hence we have sφ1,a(D1) =
sφ2,ρ(a)(D2) by [12, Proposition 1.3] and Lemma 2.3. Therefore, we obtain Φ
n
[C1]
=
Φn[C2]
◦ ρ.
Again we consider the plane curve C := D + B as above. Put n := n[C]. Let
φa : Xa → P
2 be the Zn-cover of type Ba := Ba[C] for a ∈ Θ
n
d
. We consider the
following divisors on D: oD := L|D for some line L, and:
da[C] :=
∑
P∈B
a
∩D
(B
a
·D)P
n
P,

deg da[C] = d0
n
k∑
j=1
ajdj

 .
Then da := da[C] is an element of Div(D)d0 since degBa ≡ 0 (mod n) by definition
of Θn
d
. Let νa := νa[C] be the positive integer such that da is a νa-torsion divisor
with respect to oD.
Proposition 2.7. In the above setup, the following equation holds:
sφa(D) =
n
νa
.
Proof. Since νa(da −
degB
a
n
o) ∼ 0 by the hypothesis, there is a divisor C on P2
such that C|D = νada as divisors on D by the arguments of Subsection 1.2 . As νa
is the minimal positive integer with this property, by [9, Theorem 2.1], we obtain
sφa(D) =
n
νa
.
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We next prove a corollary of Propositions 2.6 and 2.7, which gives a method
of distinguishing embedded topology of plane curves. Let Ci := Di +
∑k
j=1 Ci,j
(i = 1, 2) be two plane curves, where Di are smooth, and Ci,j are of degree di,
and put [Ci] := (Di; Ci,1, . . . , Ci,k). Assume that there is an equivalence map
ϕ : Comb(C1)→ Comb(C2) admissible to ([C1], [C2]). Then we can put
n := n[C1] = n[C2].
For a ∈ Θn
d
, let φi,a : Xi,a → P
2 be the Zn-cover of type Bi,a := Ba[Ci]. The next
corollary follows from Proposition 2.6 and 2.7.
Corollary 2.8. Let C1 and C2 be two plane curves as above. Let ρ be an admissible
permutation with respect to d := (d1, . . . , dk), If there is an element a ∈ Θ
n
d
such
that νa[C1] 6= νρ(a)[C2], then there exist no homeomorphism h : P
2 → P2 such that
h(D1) = D2 and h(C1j) = C2ρ(j).
The main results in Introduction follow from Corollary 2.8.
Proof of Proposition 1. Put ti,j := tj [Ci]. Suppose that ker τ[C1] 6⊂ ker τ[C2] ◦ ρ.
Then there is an element (a′1, . . . , a
′
k) ∈ Z
⊕k such that
a′1t1,1 + · · ·+ a
′
kt1,k = 0 ∈ G[C1], a
′
ρ−1(1)t2,1 + · · ·+ a
′
ρ−1(k)t2,k 6= 0 ∈ G[C2].
Since nti,j = 0, we may assume that 0 ≤ a
′
j ≤ n− 1 for each j = 1, . . . , k. Let
a := (a1, . . . , ak) =
(a′1, . . . , a
′
k)
gcd(a′1, . . . , a
′
k)
.
Since n is a divisor of gcd(d1, . . . , dk), we have a := (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θ
n
d
. Moreover,
we have
ord (a1t1,1 + · · ·+ akt1,k) 6= ord
(
aρ−1(1)t2,1 + · · ·+ aρ−1(k)t2,k
)
.
Since the above orders correspond to νa[C1] and νρ(a)[C2] in Corollary 2.8, there
exists no homeomorphism h : P2 → P2 such that h(D1) = D2 and h(C1,j) = C2,ρ(j)
by Corollary 2.8. In the case of ker τ[C1] 6⊃ ker τ[C2] ◦ ρ, the assertion can be proved
by the same way.
We next prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose there exists a homeomorphism of topological pairs
h : (P2, C1) → (P
2, C2). By the assumption, we have h(D1) = D2 and h(C1,j) =
C2,ρ(j) for some admissible permutation ρ with respect to d. This is a contradiction
to Proposition 1.
We prove Corollary 3.
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Proof of Corollary 3. Parts (i) and (ii) are clear. Let us prove (iii). Suppose
that there is a homeomorphism h : (P2, C1) → (P
2, C2). By the assumption,
there exists a permutation ρ such that ϕh,Irr(IrrC1,j ) = IrrC2,ρ(j) for j = 1, . . . , k,
i.e., h(C1,j) = C2,ρ(j). In particular, h gives a homeomorphism (P
2, D1 + C1,j) →
(P2, D2+C2,ρ(j)) for each j. However, there is j0 such that ord(t1,j0) 6= ord(t2,ρ(j0))
by the assumption. By (ii), the homeomorphism h as above does not exist.
3 Remarks on previous examples
We here explain two previous examples when D is a smooth cubic E from our new
viewpoint in this article. For a smooth cubic E, there is a classically well-known
description on Pic0(E). In [2], we reformulate our setting in this case and discuss
our problem in detail.
3.1 3-Artal arrangements
A k-Artal arrangement is a reduced plane curve whose irreducible components are
a smooth cubic curve and its k tangent lines at inflection points. A Zariski pair for
3-Artal arrangements is given in [1] and those for k-Artal arrangements are consid-
ered in [5]. We here consider 3-Artal arrangements based on our approach. Note
that this is essentially considered in [5] from the viewpoint of splitting numbers.
Let E be a smooth cubic curve and let Li (i = 1, 2, 3) be a tangent lines
at inflection points Pi (i = 1, 2, 3). Put △ := L1 + L2 + L3, C := E + △ and
[C] := (E;△). We now choose a line L and put oE := L|E. In this case,
d△ := d1[C] = P1 + P2 + P3, t△ := t1[C] = d△ − oE.
If P1, P2 and P3 are collinear, i.e., there exists a line L△ such that L△|E = P1 +
P2 + P3, we have t△ = 0 in Pic
0(E). On the other hand, if P1, P2 and P3 are
not collinear, t△ is a 3 torsion as an element of Pic
0(E). Hence we choose △i :=
Li1 + Li2 + Li3 (i = 1, 2), where Lij are inflectional tangents of E, such that
(i) both of △i (i = 1, 2) are not concurrent three lines,
(ii) the three inflection points for △1 are collinear, and
(iii) the three inflection points for △2 are not collinear.
Then Ci := E +△i (i = 1, 2) have the same combinatorics, and any equivalence
map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) is admissible to ([C1], [C2]) since degϕIrr(C1) =
degC1 for each C1 ∈ IrrC1 . Therefore (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair by Corollary 3 (ii).
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3.2 A smooth cubic and 4 tangent lines
In [6], we study Zariski tuples for a smooth cubic E and its tangent lines. We dis-
tinguish the embedded topology by counting the number of basic subarrangements
consisting of E and its 4 tangent lines as follows:
Choose two distinct points P1 and P2 of E. For each Pj (j = 1, 2), we choose
two tangent lines LPj ,1 and LPj ,2 tangent at Qj,1 and Qj,2, respectively. Put
Λj = LPj ,1 + LPj ,2.
We consider plane curves of the form C := E+Λ1+Λ2, and put [C] := (E; Λ1,Λ2).
Then we have
dΛi := dj [C] = Pj +Qj,1 +Qj,2.
Now we choose a line L and put oE := L|E. Since Pj , Qj,1, Qj,2 cannot be collinear,
tΛj := tj [C] = Pj +Qj,1 +Qj,2 − oE 6∼ 0,
Hence tΛj ∈ Pic
0(E)[2] as 2tΛj = 2dΛj − 2oE = 0 in Pic
0(E). Note that tΛj
depends on the choice of LPj ,k (k = 1, 2) as there exist 4 tangent lines passing
through Pj . Choose {Λ1,Λ2} and {Λ
′
1,Λ
′
2} such that tΛj and tΛ′j as elements of
Pic0(E) satisfy
tΛ1 = tΛ2 and tΛ′1 6= tΛ′2 in Pic
0(E)[2] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.
Put
C := E + Λ1 + Λ2, [C] := (E; Λ1,Λ2),
C′ := E + Λ′1 + Λ
′
2, [C
′] := (E; Λ′1,Λ
′
2).
Then we obtain G[C] ∼= Z2 and G[C
′] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2, and C and C
′ have the same
combinatorics.
Let ϕ : Comb(C) → Comb(C′) be any equivalence map. We prove that ϕ is
admissible to ([C], [C′]). Put Λ′j := LP ′j ,1 + LP ′j ,2, and E ∩ LP ′j ,k = {P
′
j , Q
′
j,k},
where Q′j,k is the tangent point of E and LP ′j ,k. Note that
SingC = {P1, P2, Q1,1, Q1,2, Q2,1, Q2,2},
SingC′ = {P
′
1, P
′
2, Q
′
1,1, Q
′
1,2, Q
′
2,1, Q
′
2,2}.
Since degE > 1 for any j, k, we have ϕIrr(E) = E. Since ♯C(Pj) = ♯C
′(P ′j) = 3 and
♯C(Qj,k) = ♯C
′(Q′j,k) = 2 for each j, k, ϕSing(Pj) = P
′
ρ(j) (j = 1, 2) for a certain
permutation ρ of two letters. Moreover, there is a permutation ρ′ of two letters
such that ϕSing(Qj,k) = Q
′
ρ(j),ρ′(k) since ϕ satisfies βC2,ϕSing(P ) ◦ ϕP = ϕIrr ◦βC1,P .
Hence we have ϕIrr(IrrΛj ) = IrrΛ′ρ(j) , and ϕ is admissible to ([C], [C
′]). Therefore,
by Corollary 3 (i), (C, C′) is a Zariski pair.
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4 Examples of certain n-torsion divisors
In this section, we construct certain plane curves consisting of two smooth curves,
which are generalizations of Shimada’s curves in [11].
Definition 4.1. Let C := D + C be a plane curve, where D and C are smooth
curves of degrees d0 and d1 with d1 ≥ d0. For a divisor n of d1, we call C a plane
curve of type (d0, d1;n) if the local intersection number (D · C)P = n for each
P ∈ C ∩D.
Remark 4.2. A plane curve of type (3, d1;n) is called a plane curve of type (d1, n)
by Shimada in [11].
Let C := D+C be a plane curve of type (d0, d1;n), and put [C] := (D;C). The
divisors oD and d := d1[C] on D are defined as follows:
oD := L|D, d :=
∑
P∈C∩D
P,
where L is a general line on P2. Since nd = C|D as a divisor on D, we have that
nd ∼ d1oD, n(d−
d1
n
oD) vanishes in Pic
0(D) and the order of d− d1
n
oD is a divisor
of n.
Definition 4.3. Let C := D +C be a plane curve of type (d0, d1;n). We call C a
plane curve of type (d0, d1;n, ν) if the torsion order of d−
d1
n
oD is exactly ν.
By Corollary 3, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let Ci := Di +Ci (i = 1, 2) be plane curves of type (d0, d1;n, νi).
Assume that C1 and C2 satisfy the following conditions:
(i) degDi = d0 and degCi = d1 for i = 1, 2,
(ii) d0 < d1, and
(iii) ν1 6= ν2.
Then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
Proof. By the definition of plane curves of type (d0, d1;n), we have SingCi =
Di ∩ Ci, ♯SingCi =
d0d1
n
, and all singularities of Ci have the same topological
types. Hence the bijections ϕIrr : IrrC1 → IrrC2 and ϕSing : SingC1 → SingC2
induces an equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1)→ Comb(C2), where ϕSing is a bijective
map, and ϕIrr is given by
ϕIrr(D1) := D2, ϕIrr(C1) := C2.
Thus C1 and C2 have the same combinatorics. Furthermore, any equivalence map
ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) satisfies ϕIrr(D1) = D2 and ϕIrr(C1) = C2 since
d0 < d1. Therefore (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair by Corollary 3 (ii) since ν1 6= ν2.
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The following proposition provides a method for the construction of a new
plane curve of type (d′0, d
′
1;n
′, ν′) from a given a plane curve C = D + C of type
(d0, d1;n, ν). Let f0 ∈ H
0(P2,O(d0)) be a homogeneous polynomial defining D.
From [12, Theorem 2.7] we deduce that ν is the minimal number for which there
are homogeneous polynomials g and h of degree d1− d0 and
d1
µ
, respectively, such
that C is defined by f1 := h
µ + f0g = 0, where µ :=
n
ν
.
Proposition 4.5. Let C := D+C be a plane curve of type (d0, d1;n, ν), where D
is defined by f0 = 0 and C is defined by f1 := h
µ + f0g = 0 with µ :=
n
ν
. Let k be
an integer satisfying kd0 ≥ d1.
Then the curve BD,k defined by f
k
0 + f1g
′ = 0 is smooth for a general homoge-
neous polynomial g′ of degree kd0 − d1. Moreover, BD,k + C is a plane curve of
type {
(d1, kd0; kn, n) if d0 ≡ 0 (mod n) and d0 < d1,
(d1, kd0; kn, ν) if d0 = d1.
Proof. Let Λ be the linear system on P2 consisting of divisors defined by fk0 + f1g
′
for g′ ∈ H0(P2,O(kd0−d1)). The base points of Λ is just the
d0d1
n
points of C∩D.
By Bertini’s theorem (see [10]), a general member of Λ is smooth outside C ∩D.
Moreover, if g′ ∈ H0(P2,O(kd0 − d1)) does not vanish at each P ∈ C ∩ D,
f1g
′ = 0 defines a plane curve which is smooth at each P ∈ C ∩ D. Hence
fk0 + f1g
′ = 0 defines a smooth curve BD,k for a general g
′. It is clear that
C ∩D = C ∩BD,k. Moreover, since C and D intersects with multiplicity n at each
P ∈ C ∩ D, then (BD,k · C)P = kn. Thus CD,k := BD,k + C is a plane curve of
type (d1, kd0; kn) if d0 ≡ 0 (mod n).
Let dD,k and oD,k be the divisors on C for the plane curve CD,k as before
Definition 4.3. Since BD,k is defined by f
k
0 + f1g
′ = 0, n is a divisor of the order
of dD,k −
d1
n
oD,k. By the short exact sequence
0→ H0(P2,O(d0 − d1))→ H
0(P2,O(d0))→ H
0(C,O(d0))→ 0,
D is the unique divisor on P2 satisfying D|C = ndD,k if d0 < d1. Since D is
reduced, CD,k is of type (d1, kd0; kn, n) if d0 < d1.
Suppose that d0 = d1. Then, since C 6= D, g is non-zero complex number, and
we have f = g−1(f1 − h
µ). By the minimality of ν, D induces a divisor of order ν
on Pic0(C) as before Definition 4.3. Since kD|C = BD,k|C , CD,k is a plane curve
of type (d1, kd0; kn, ν).
Definition 4.6. In the situation of Proposition 4.5 we say that the plane curve
of type (d1, kd0; kn, ν
′) is constructed from of type (d0, d1;n, ν) by power of k, and
write (d0, d1;n, ν)
k
 (d1, kd0; kn, ν
′), where{
ν′ = ν if d0 = d1,
ν′ = n if d0 ≡ 0 (mod n) and d0 < d1.
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Example 4.7 (Plane curves of type (4, 6; 6, 1) and (4, 6; 6, 2)). Since D + C is a
plane curve of type (d0, d1; 1, 1) if C and D intersect transversally, there are plane
curves of type (d0, d1; 1, 1) for any d0 ≤ d1. We have
(1, 4; 1, 1)
6
 (4, 6; 6, 1),
(2, 2; 1, 1)
2
 (2, 4; 2, 1)
3
 (4, 6; 6, 2).
Therefore, there are plane curves C1 and C2 of types (4, 6; 6, 1) and (4, 6; 6, 2),
respectively.
Example 4.8 (A plane curve of type (4, 6; 6, 3)). We construct a plane curve of
type (4, 6; 6, 3). Let E be a smooth cubic, let O ∈ E be an inflectional point, and
let P1, P2, P3 ∈ E be general points. There is a conic C2 through P1, P2, P3 and
tangent to E at O, and E and C2 intersect at P4 other than P1, P2, P3, O. Since∑4
i=1 Pi + 2O ∼ 2L|E as divisors on E, we obtain
3(P1 + P2 + P3 + P4) ∼ 12O ∼ 4L|E,
where L is a general line on P2. Hence there exists a quartic C′4 such that C
′
4|E =
3
∑4
i=1 Pi. Let f3, f
′
4 be homogeneous polynomials defining E,C
′
4, respectively.
We can choose a linear polynomial g1 so that the curve C4 defined by f4 :=
f ′4 + f3g1 = 0 is smooth at C
′
4 ∩ E. By the same argument of the proof of
Proposition 4.5, f23 +f4g = 0 defines a smooth sextic B for a general homogeneous
polynomial g of degree 2, and C3 := C4+B is of type (4, 6; 6). Note that B∩C4 =
C4 ∩ E = {P1, . . . , P4}. Since P1, P2, P3 ∈ B ∩ C4 are not collinear, C3 is not of
type (4, 6; 6, 1). If C3 is of type (4, 6; 6, 2), then there is a conic C
′
2 tangent to C4
with multiplicity 2 at each P ∈ B ∩ C4; this implies that C
′
2.E ≥ 8, which is a
contradiction. Therefore, C3 is of type (4, 6; 6, 3).
Example 4.9 (A plane curve of type (4, 6; 6, 6)). It is more difficult to construct a
plane curve of type (4, 6; 6, 6). Let us sketch how to construct such a curve. Let C3
be a nodal cubic and O ∈ C3 an inflectional point. We consider the additive group
structure on C3 with O being the zero element. We denote the addition on C3 by
+˙. Let us consider an irreducible quartic C4 such that C3 ∩C4 = {P1, P2}, where
P1, P2 are not torsion points of C3, (C3 · C4)Pi = 6 and Sing(C4) = {P0} where
(C4, P0) is of type A3. Such a curve exists, however we skip the details since the
actual example has coefficients in a number field of degree 4. Then Q := P1+˙P2
is an element of order 6. These curves satisfies the following properties: there is
no smooth conic C2 such that (C2 · C4)P1 = (C2 · C4)P2 = 2 and (C2 · C4)P0 = 4
(long computation); moreover, there is no smooth conic C′2 such that (C
′
2 ·C4)P1 =
(C′2 · C4)P2 = 3 and (C
′
2 · C4)P0 = 2 (from the group law of the cubic).
Let us choose coordinates such that P0 = [0 : 1 : 0] and its tangent line is
Z = 0. Let σ : P2 → P2 be the rational map defined by σ([x : y : z]) = [xz :
y2 : z2]. Let C6, D4 be the strict transforms by σ of C3, C4, respectively. Here,
the subindices indicate their degrees. Pick up a generic conic D2, and a generic
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element D6 of the pencil generated by C6 and D4 + D2. The above properties
imply that C6 := D4 + D6 is of type (4, 6; 6, 6). These computations can be
found at https://github.com/enriqueartal/TorsionDivisorsZariskiPairs,
and can be checked using Sagemath [8] or Binder [7].
Finally we prove Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 5. By Examples 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, there are plane curves of type
(4, 6; 6, 1), (4, 6; 6, 2), (4, 6; 6, 3) and (4, 6; 6, 6). Therefore there exists a Zariski
4-tuple by Corollary 4.4.
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